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ACROSS
1 Call is not right by officials in the middle (26)
5 Head of clan dressed in tartan without ruffles
(6)
9 King not taking part in an exciting occasion
in Queen's building (3-4)
10 Male clipped fat duck (7)
11 Disbelief that's festering outside church
primarily is connected with mass (10)
12 Section of something, a peculiarly wide
opening (4)
14 Recall past crimes in debauched capital of
Europe (9)
16 Bar sent back one trying to sell pork pies (4)
18 Spot an infiltrator (4)
19 Everyone in case formed partnerships (9)
21 Retainer is agreed upon, including time (4)
22 Player's support ain't so organised in sharing
group (5,5)
25 Fantastic test clearing outpatients undergoing
surgery (7)
26 Do eat in irregularly, eating particular foods
(2,1,4)
27 Jewellery containing silver is wild (6)
28 Honoured guests at the centre fell down
heavily (8)
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DOWN
1 Old vessel not tailed by a shark at sea (5,3)
2 Offering it up, they finished short (5)
3 Accommodation completed around back of
mansion is not planned (10)
4 Pilots notice a relocated headquarters for lawenforcers (6,7)
6 Drop is sweet mostly (4)
7 Coach Arab in probability before final (9)
8 Electric car damaged odd stone of some value
(6)
10 A solemn clue is reworked and varied (13)
13 A record without dishonour may be
inadequate in Newcastle? (5,5)
15 Chairman who led Australian editor on in
magazine (3,6)
17 Is dead, with external evidence of overdose
hard to find (8)
20 Publisher is backed by litigator (6)
23 Dislike platform with front section removed
(5)
24 Aspect, one held by people generally (4)

